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Pumpkins, squash and
related vine crops

to originate from temperate regions
of South America and are considered
some of the more cold tolerant of the
cucurbita group. The skins are often
very hard to cut, hence a preference for
some of the softer skinned grammas
and squash in more recent times.

If you have not planted your summer
vine crops, now is the time to do
so. This year I am growing several
different varieties of pumpkin,
gramma and squash – but what is the
difference? That is a good question as Grammas and many squash are
it seems even botanists are confused. generally considered to be Cucurbita
moschata. They are believed to have
Pumpkin is a common name whose
usage varies according to where you
live. If you live outside of Australia, you
might use different terms including
summer or winter squash. So pumpkin
is the common name for a variety of
plants that tend to bear large, round
fruit, in the same way that spinach

Many cucurbit vines need lots of space.

Some botanists now believe Cucurbita
maxima and Cucurbita moschata
should be combined into one group, so
it is no wonder gardeners are confused.
The classification debate continues.
Summer squash are Cucurbita pepo and
include zucchini, yellow button squash,
Identifying your specific cucurbit species only spaghetti squash, marrow and some
becomes an issue if you want to save pure seed. fruit sold by retailers as mini pumpkins.
They originated from Mexico.
originated from Central America.
This group includes the Kent and Of course, whether you call something
Butternut. Cook books from as early a pumpkin, gramma or squash really
as the 1850s contain recipes for only matters when it comes to saving
gramma pie. The popular Kent is an pure seed to grow again in coming
Grammas are often curvaceous trombone early American heirloom, whereas the
seasons. If you are not saving seed, cross
shapes.
Butternut has only been around since pollination is not an issue. The answer
the 1940s. This group is generally
describes many different leafy green considered more heat tolerant. to ensuring different varieties do not
cross pollinate is to hand pollinate the
vegetables. A spinach pie may be made
from English spinach, silver beet or There has also been some suggestion flowers on fruit of vines you wish to
basella and a pumpkin pie may be made that some Cucurbita moschata types save seed from. After pollinating you
from a pumpkin, gramma or a squash. originated in Japan, but it is now should immediately cover the flower
with a net bag or similar, so bees
believed that the Portuguese introduced
True
pumpkins
are
generally seed from Central America to Japan. and other insects don’t undo your
considered to be Cucurbita maxima for This early selective breeding in Japan potential seed saving efforts. You can
example Ironbark, Queensland Blue resulted in the development of some enjoy the fruits of your harvest and
and Sweet Grey. They are believed unique varieties, hence the confusion. the resultant seed will be true to type.
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